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■A Very Interesting Comparison■

Till some time ago, religion and science were considered to be opposites, but now

many similarities are coming out from the conclusions drawn from the analysis of

scientists and scholars. But whenever it comes to Bhagwan Shiv, science..
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..automatically associates with him.For example,u can understand by comparing Shivling&nuclear reactor itself.

Nuclear reactors and Shivling r often compared among themselves.There r many similarities between the two in

appearance. So can these 2 really be considered the same?

It is important to know here that both are related to energy somewhere.There is a rule to flow water continuously on Shivling.

Most of the Shivlings are found in the country where there is sufficient reservoir of water, such as rivers, ponds, lakes etc.



Similarly, all the nuclear plants around the world are also built around big rivers or seas.

The water that is used to keep the nuclear reactor cool is not used for any other use. Similarly, the water that is offered on

Shivling is also not accepted as prasad.

The complete circumambulation of Shivling is not done. It is forbidden to cross from where the water is coming out. It is

believed that this water is charged. Similarly, the water coming out of the nuclear reactor is also kept away from humans.



If you look at the radioactivity map of India, you will be surprised to see that Jyotirlingas remain in the places where there is

more radioactivity naturally. Apart from these, more radioactivity is also found in those places where nuclear reactors are

built.

Shivling is also a power source as nuclear reactors which are prepared with the power of mantras. Water is offered to them

so that they remain calm. All the favorite substances of Mahadev like Bel leaves, Aak, Akamad, Datura, Gudhal etc. absorb

nuclear energy.

Scientists of Ujjain Religious Science Research Institute hav done research on worship material offered on Shivling.Acording

to Dr. Jagdish Joshi,senior theological scientist of institute,the substances of fire r found in the nucleus,glycocytes,calcium

oxalate,fatty acids,toxins

Madar flowers and bilva leaves are offered in Shiva Puja to balance the heat generated by them, which keep the nuclear

radiation balanced.

According to Vaibhav Joshi of Dharma Vigyan Research Institute, milk contains fat, protein, lactic acid, vitamins in curd,

calcium,..



..phosphorous & fructose in honey,disaccharides, trisaccharides,proteins,enzymes like glucose. At the same time, milk,curd

and honey maintain the armor on the Shivling. Along with this,the sound emanating from Shiva mantras works to increase

the positive energy in the universe.

This institution, which studies religion and science, has concluded this on the basis of scientific explanation of the nature of

the things to be offered on Shivling and the elements found in them.

The heat is controlled by the bilvapatra.

It contains chemicals such as tannins, iron, calcium, potassium and magnesium. Due to this the effect of bilva leaves is very

cool. Its use is beneficial to avoid heat.

It is not a mere coincidence that the design of the atomic reactor is also like the Shivaling. It is believed that in reality

Shivling is the shape of our universe. Shivling is also a power source of Universal energy.
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